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Title Author ISBN RRP Publisher Age Synopsis

100 Facts on Ancient Egypt Walker, Jane 9781842367599 £5.99 Miles Kelly 07+

Discover everything you ned to know about ancient egypt with this brilliant book. One hundred facts, fantastic 
illustrations and hilarious cartoons give you the inside story on egyptian life.

100 Facts on Rainforests Bedoyere de la, 
Camilla 9781848101623 £5.99 Miles Kelly 11+

Trek through the jungles of the world and find out amazing facts about these unique habitats! The lives of 
rainforest animals, plants and people are explored through one hundred facts, fantastic images and fun 
cartoons. Go on a journey into mysterious cloud forests, get the inside story on ecosystems and learn how 
we can protect these endangered environments.

100 Things you should know about British 
History Steele, Philip 9781842364529 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

Children Can Travel Through The Stone Age, Celtic Times, The Roman Era And The Lives Of English, Irish, 
Welsh And Scottish Kings. Exactly 100 Numbered Facts

100 Things you should know about 
Knights and Castles Walker, Jane 9781842363508 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

Here, history has been recreated with exactly 100 facts. Readers will be absorbed by the fun activities such 
as projects and quizzes and there are cartoons to add a lighter touch.

100 Things You Should Know About 
Space Becklake, Sue 9781842363577 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

Leads children on a fantastic voyage through space, stopping off to look at beautiful planets, burning stars 
and state of the art aircraft

100 things you should know about 
Victorian Britain Smith, Jeremy 9781842366530 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

100 sequential facts motivates children to read these books from start to finish. From cover to cover, 
beautifully detailed artwork will mean that even the most reluctant of readers will be totally absorbed

100 things you should know about Vikings MacDonald, Fiona 9781842365816 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

From cover to cover beautifully detailed artwork will mean that even the most reluctant of readers will be 
totally absorbed by the fun activities, such as projects and quizzes.

100 Things you should know about 
Weather Oliver, Claire 9781842363584 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

One hundred numbered facts challenge children and act as an incentive as they make their way through the 
book. Projects to make and do are given.

1001 Things to Spot in the Sea Daynes, Katie 9781409508595 £7.99 Usborne 06+

From submersibles to squirrel fish, children will love finding all the things under the sea in a new edition of 
this popular picture puzzle book. Bright, busy scenes of different habitats provide plenty of material for both 
readers and pre-readers to talk about. Simple text and eye-catching illustrations combine to help children 
develop skills in reading, counting, matching and identification.
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365 ways to live green for kids Amsel, Sheri 9781605506340 £7.99 Adams Media 09+

In the greenconscious world we live in today, parents realize the importance of teaching the lessons of green 
living, early on. With this book, parents can encourage their children to be ecologically friendly with fun 
lessons such as: The three Rs: reducing waste, reusing materials, and recycling Why we should keep the air, 
oceans, and forests pollutionfree Why organic food is tastier? and better? for you How to protect plants and 
animals Earth Day celebrations Complete with tips for every day of the year? and activities for home, school, 
and d ring pla time? this book re eals ho eas it is to be an ecofriendl famil ? and prepare for a better

500 Fantastic Facts Eldin, Peter 755415442 £2.99 Grandreams 07+

How long can I live on beer alone? Why do people have eyebrows? Has nature invented any wheels? Plus 
99 other questions are answered in this book.

A Glass of Water: (The Science In) Claybourne, Anna 9780749682361 £12.99 Franklin Watts 07+

A series that unlocks the science secrets of the simplest, everyday things, introducing children to the fact that 
science is truly all around them

A Horrid Factbook: Dinosaurs Simon, Francesca 9781444004472 £4.99 Orion 07+

Packed with freaky facts and random trivia, this is the perfect guide to everything you ever wanted to know 
(and lots of things you might never have wanted to know) about Dinosaurs - Horrid Henry style!

A Horrid Factbook: Horrid Henry's Bodies Simon, Francesca 9781444001624 £4.99 Orion 07+

Packed with freaky facts and random trivia, this is the perfect guide to everything you ever wanted to know 
(and lots of things you might never have wanted to know) about Bodies - Horrid Henry style!

Abacus Number Textbook 2 Merttens & Kirkby 9780602290658 £6.75 Ginn 07+

This textbook allows independent practice of mathematical skills. It presents the concepts at an appropriate 
reading level. Activities with an investigative or process-skill focus encourage creative and mathematical 
thinking. Problem-solving is included.

ABC Seuss, Dr. 7158483 £4.99 Harper Collins 03+

From Aunt Annie's alligator to the colourful Zizzer-Zazzer-Zuzz, Dr. Seuss's delightful book introduces early 
learners to the letters of the alphabet through an amazing array of crazy creatures.

Absolute Science Pupil Book 1 Arnold, M Jones, G 
Jones, Poole 9780602290641 £13.99 Collins 11+

Absolute Science is a new self-contained scheme aimed squarely at pupils ranging between levels 3 and 6 
with plenty of extension material for pupils working at levels 7 and 8.

Absolute Science Pupil Book 2 Arnold, M Jones, G 
Jones, Poole 9780602290658 £13.99 Collins 11+

Absolute Science fully implements the Framework for Teaching Science Years 7, 8 and 9. Offering great 
flexibility and support for teaching and learning, Absolute Science corresponds completely with the QCA 
Scheme of Work.
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Absolute Science Shape, Data and 
Measures

Arnold, M Jones, G 
Jones, Poole 9780602290665 £13.99 Collins 11+

Absolute Science fully implements the Framework for Teaching Science Years 7, 8 and 9. Offering great 
flexibility and support for teaching and learning, Absolute Science corresponds completely with the QCA 
Scheme of Work.

Aesop's Fables Jones Vernon, V S 9781853261282 £1.99 Wordsworth 11+

Aesop's collection of fables has been popular with both adults and children. These simple tales embody 
truths so powerful, the titles of the individual fables the fox and the grapes, the dog in the manger, the wolf in 
sheep's clothing and many others

Aesop's Funky Fables French, Vivian   014056246X £6.99 Puffin 05+

Catchy rap-rhythms and witty retelling from Vivian French combine with Korky Paul's wild and inventive 
illustrations to make these the funkiest fables around!

Africa (New True Books: Geography) Friedman, Mel 9780531218259 £5.99 Children's Press 07+

This book has lots of fascinating facts about Africa with some interesting statistics about the population and 
countries. It presents these facts in a fun way with bright photos and colourful pictures

American West, The Godfrey, Majorie 9780435308797 £8.50 Heinemann 14+

Print Point size N18 only.

An Inspector Calls Priestley, J.B. 9780435232825 £6.75 Heinemann 11+

The "Heinemann Plays" series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. 
In this play an inspector interrupts a party to investigate a girl's suicide, and implicates each of the party-
makers in her death.

Ancient Rome (100 Facts) MacDonald, Fiona 9781842367667 £5.99 Miles Kelly 09+

Discover 100 wonderful facts about Ancient Rome

Anne of Green Gables Montgomery, L.M. 9780140367416 £4.99 Puffin 11+

The story of a spirited and precious orphan.  Anne Shirley is a skinny red-head who never stops talking. The 
Cuthberts, who meant to adopt a boy to help on the farm, are both exasperated and entertained by Anne’s 
constant chatter.

Anthology 2005 Onwards AQA/NEAB 9780198318811 £3.65 OUP 14+

This Anthology is for students who are prepring for the AQA GCSE English and/or English Literature 
(Specification A) examinations.
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Antony and Cleopatra Shakespeare, 
William 9780199535781 £7.99 OUP 11+

A play about the love affair between the Roman soldier, Antony, and the Egyptian queen, Cleopatra.

AQA GCSE Design and Technology - 
Product Design Jeff Draisey 9781408502761 £16.99 AQA 11+

Specifically written to cover the AQA GCSE Product Design specification, our student book takes a focused 
look at the creative and manufacturing processes of product design, whilst providing comprehensive support 
for the Controlled Assessment. Clear learning objectives at the start of each chapter, helping students focus 
on what they need to know. Key terms reinforce learning, providing definitions of key words that students 
need to be familiar with. Includes a range of activities that develops design and making skills, encouraging 
st dents to appl concepts to real life conte ts

AQA Science Breithaupt, J. 
Fullick, A & P 9780748796342 £19.99 Nelson Thornes 14+

The only endorsed and approved student resources for AQA GCSE Science. The best selling AQA Science 
series provides all the support you need to achieve exam success.

As You Like It Shakespeare, 
William 198320485 £4.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

Believing and Living: A Text for the WJEC 
GCSE Short Course

Craigen Gavin, 
White, Joy 9780340802151 £12.99 Hodder Murray 14+

This title focuses on religious beliefs and values, human experiences and issues, religious concepts and 
skills in relation to Christianity, Judaism, Islam, and Hinduism, as well as in relation to general human 
experience.

Bitesize Revision GCSE English BBC 563544570 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision GCSE German BBC 563501278 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision GCSE Maths 
Intermediate Level BBC 563501308 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision GCSE Religious Studies BBC 563501324 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.
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Bitesize Revision GCSE Science 
Foundation Level BBC 563501235 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision GCSE Spanish BBC 563501340 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision KS3 English BBC 563547138 £4.50 BBC Educational 11+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision KS3 Maths BBC 563547146 £4.99 BBC Educational 11+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision KS3 Science BBC 563547154 £4.50 BBC Educational 11+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Britannia : 100 Great Stories from British 
History

McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9781858818764 £12.99 Orion 07+

King Canute, Lady Godiva, Guy Fawkes, Bonnie Prince Charlie, Grace Darling and other famous names 
from 3000 years of history live again in these 100 tragic, comic, stirring tales of adventure, folly and 
wickedness. These stories, many of them virtually forgotten, are Britain's heritage, told and illustrated with 
such verve and colour that they are the perfect way to give present-day children a sense of the excitement of 
history.

Cambridge Advanced Sciences Physics 1 Sang, David 521787181 £13.95 Cambridge 
University Press 16+

Print Point Size N20 only.

Care for your Guinea Pig RSPCA 9780007182695 £4.99 Collins 07+

If you already own or are planning to buy a guinea pig this easy-to-use introductory guide is a must. Clearly 
illustrated with colour photographs throughout, it covers all aspects of daily care including housing, feeding, 
hygiene, grooming, exercise and first aid.

Care for your Hamster RSPCA 9780007193578 £4.99 Collins 07+

If you already own or are planning to buy a hamster this easy-to-use introductory guide is a must. Clearly 
illustrated with colour photographs throughout, it covers all aspects of daily care including housing, feeding, 
handling, hygiene, exercise and first aid.
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Care for your Kitten RSPCA 9780007182718 £4.99 Collins 07+

If you already own or are planning to buy a kitten this easy-to-use introductory guide is a must. Clearly 
illustrated with colour photographs throughout, it covers all aspects of daily care including housing, feeding, 
handling, hygiene, grooming, health and first aid.

Care for your Puppy RSPCA 9780007182688 £4.99 Collins 07+

If you already own or are planning to buy a puppy this easy-to-use introductory guide is a must. Clearly 
illustrated with colour photographs throughout, it covers all aspects of daily care including housing, feeding, 
hygiene, grooming, exercise and first aid.

Children's Dictionary Printed in N18,B18 & 
N24 B24 only Oxford 9780199111213 £8.99 OUP 08+

Specially written for young readers, this dictionary features 20,000 words, extensive coverage of core 
vocabulary, a clear style with definitions children can understand and example sentences for each word.

Collins Primary Maths Pupil Book 1 Clarke, Peter 9780003152944 £8.99 Collins 09+

Pupil Book 1 is one of three books providing practice in objectives for Year 5. This book is for the Autumn 
term.

Collins Primary Maths Pupil Book 2 Clarke, Peter 9780003152951 £8.99 Collins 09+

Pupil Book 2 is one of three books providing practice in objectives for Year 5. This book is for the Spring 
term.

Collins Primary Maths Pupil Book 3 Clarke, Peter 9780003152968 £8.99 Collins 09+

Pupil Book 3 is one of three books providing practice in objectives for Year 5. This book is for the Summer 
term.

Curriculum Visions - Coast Book, The Knapp, Brian 9781862140899 £7.99 Atlantic 07+

Coasts and the coastal environment is an important topic in the primary and lower secondary geography 
curricula throughout the UK. The Coast Book has been designed to cater for unit 23 in the QCA scheme of 
work (Investigating coasts) and so meets a specific demand of teachers in England. Uniform with our other 
Curriculum Visions[registered] titles, The Coast Book provides an accessible approach to this important 
topic.

Curriculum Visions - Mountain Book, The Knapp, Brian 9781862140189 £7.99 Atlantic Europe 
Publishing 07+

Mountain environments' is an important topic in the primary and lower secondary geography curricula 
throughout the UK. More importantly, The Mountain Book has been designed to cater for unit 15 in the QCA 
scheme of work (Mountain environments) and so meets a specific demand of teachers in England. Uniform 
with our other Curriculum Visions[registered] titles, The Mountain Book provides an accessible approach to 
this important topic.

Curriculum Visions - River Book, The Knapp, Brain 9781862140059 £7.99 Atlantic Europe 
Publishing 07+

Rivers are a core theme of primary and lower secondary teaching. The River Book provides an innovative a 
nd eye-catching way to study this important topic. '
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Deadliest Dinosaurs, the Lessem, Don 9780761343400 £6.99 Lerner 07+

Take a trip through dinosaur times with "Dino" Don Lessem

Design and Technology Foundation 
Course Finney, Mike 9780003273526 £18.53 Collins 11+

Includes coverage of: designing; communicating design; working with resistant materials; manufacturing 
skills; electronic systems; pneumatic systems; structural systems; product design.

Diary of a Young Girl, The Frank, Anne 140385630 £5.99 Puffin 11+

In 1942, Anne Frank and her family fleeing the horrors of Nazi occupation, an Amsterdam warehouse. Over 
the next two years, Anne describes in her diary her frustrations and the threat of discovery. Her diary ends 
when they are discovered.

Diary of Anne Frank, The play of Goodrich Frances, 
Hackett Albert 9780435233143 £10.25 Heinemann 11+

A dramatization of "The Diary of Anne Frank", recording the experiences of a young Jewish girl who hid from 
the Nazis for two years before being sent to a concentration camp. The introduction, notes and assignments 
provide support in tackling the characters and themes.

Discover Kenya (Discover Countries) Ward, Chris 9781615322978 £6.96 Powerkids 07+

Education titles all about Kenya

Discovering Religions: Islam Core Student 
Book: Core Edition Penny, Sue 435304682 £8.99 Heinemann 14+

Focusing on Islam, this is one of a series which has been revised in line with developments in Religious 
Education and examines key themes of the world's major religions - worship, history, festivals and rites of 
passage.

Discovering Religions: Sikhism Core 
Student Book: Core Edition Penny, Sue 9780435304706 £8.99 Heinemann 11+

Focusing on Sikhism, this is one of a series which has been revised in line with developments in Religious 
Education and examines key themes of the world's major religions - worship, history, festivals and rites of 
passage.

Earth Goldstein, J 
Margaret 9780822547617 £4.39 Lerner 07+

This stellar series sends readers on a mission to explore all nine planets, the stars, the sun, the moon, and 
the solar system.

Earth's Coasts (Looking at Earth) Kalman, Bobbie 9780778732167 £5.99 Crabtree 07+

Coasts are areas of land next to oceans. Coasts can be sandy or rocky and have landforms such as cliffs, 
sea stacks, caves, and arches. Coasts can be next to open oceans or be sheltered in bays or coves.
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Earth's Crust Storad, J Conrad 9780822565857 £4.99 Lerner 07+

Learn about earth with the "Early bird earth science" series.

Earth's Rivers (Looking at Earth) Kalman, Bobbie 9780778732181 £5.99 Crabtree 07+

Why do people need rivers? What causes rivers to flood? These are just a few of the questions answered by 
this fascinating introduction to rivers by Bobbie Kalman.

Edexcel GCSE Spanish: Higher Student 
Book Reeves,  Leanda 9781846903922 £19.25 Edexcel 14+

Edexcel GCSE Spanish Higher Student Book has been written to prepare more able students for 
the latest Edexcel GCSE specification. It has been written by an experience team of authors and reviewed 
by Edexcel examiners. With a strong focus on controlled assessment and exam preparation throughout the 
course, students can confidently aim for grades A*-C. Graded examples and examiner tips in ResultsPlus 
show students how to aim for the best possible grade through perfecting key language skills.

English Prep Book 1 - So you really want 
to learn English Elkin, Susan 9781902984537 £16.99 Galore 08+

Packed full of exciting reading passages, suggestions for books to read and exercises to stimulate the 
imagination, the first textbook in the So You Really Want to Learn English range will enthuse and delight 
pupils working at Key Stage 3 and towards Common Entrance at 13+. Practice in grammar, spelling and 
punctuation is provided throughout the book while exercises provide consolidation in the key skills required 
for a confident use of the English language.

Fantabulous Facts Dahl, Roald 9780141342306 £1.00 Puffin 08+

Jam-packed with weird and wonderful facts (find out what the most expensive food in the world is, and how 
to cook savoury crocodile), plus jokes, quizzes and top tips, here is the stuff that every Roald Dahl fan 
should know.

Festival Time - Apples and Honey: A Rosh 
Hashanah Story Zucker, Jonny 9780711220164 £5.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the festival of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year. Follow a family as they 
celebrate the festival by eating apples and honey, hearing the shofar and planning for a sweet and joyful year 
ahead.

Festival Time - Lanterns and Firecrackers: 
A Chinese New Year Story Zucker, Jonny 9781845070762 £5.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Chinese New Year festival. Follow a family as they let off firecrackers, watch the 
amazing dragon dances and light their beautiful lanterns to celebrate the start of their New Year. 

Focus on Comprehension 3 Fidge, Lewis 9780174202943 £7.50 Nelson 07+

Focus on Comprehension offers three levels of differentiated activities designed to help children develop a 
wide range of comprehension skills. Already a popular solution for SATs comprehension practice, this new 
programme follows the range of texts and objectives required by the National Literacy Strategy Framework 
for Teaching.

Focus on Comprehension 4 Fidge, Lewis 174202954 £7.50 Nelson 13+

Already a popular solution for SATs comprehension practice, this new programme follows the range of texts 
and objectives required by the National Literacy Strategy Framework for Teaching.
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Focus On Gifted & Talented: 20th Century 
World (11-14) Waugh, Steve 9781843034339 £29.99 OUP 11+

Fully in line with the focus on this ability level as set out in the KS3 National Strategy for History.

Focus on Literacy Pupil Textbook 5 Scholes & Scholes 9780003025101 £11.50 Collins 05+

The Pupil Book is made up of 30 units, with each unit being a week’s work. Each unit begins with the main 
text (also in the Big Book) and is followed by the independent activities for the week.

Folens Geography @ Work Bateman, Richard 9781850083047 £5.99 Folens 11+

geography@work is designed to model the new KS3 Programme of Study for Geography and support 
curriculum initiatives. It focuses on real places, real spaces and real enquiries, with topics relevant to young 
people.

Foundation History: Student Book. The 
Twentieth Century World Reynoldson, Fiona 9780435316884 £11.99 Heinemann 11+

Focusing on 20th-century history, this is one of a series which provides simplified versions of topics covered 
in the "Heinemann History Study Units" series. The text, written sources and questions have been reduced 
and simplified to meet the needs of less-able pupils at Key Stage 3, but the material is pitched at a level of 
maturity designed to sustain pupils' interest. For each book in the series there is a corresponding teacher's 
resource pack.

Foundation Science to 14 Pople, Stephen 199146837 £7.80 OUP 11+

Print Point Size N18 Only - Foundation Science to 14 has been brought completely up-to-date for the 2000 
National Curriculum but the page numbering has been kept the same as the old edition allowing you to use 
the two side-by-side. It is particularly useful for home study with questions on every spread, 'test and check' 
sections to identify areas of weakness and a summary of key facts. Key Points: · Same page numbering as 
the old edition 

French Grammar 11-14 Pupil Book McNab, Rosi 9780435372989 £8.50 Heinemann 11+

French Grammar 11-14 helps Key Stage 3 pupils gain an understanding of grammar from the beginning of 
their course. The explanations are simple and there are lots of practice exercises to allow for progression.

Fruits Nelson, Robin 9781580133890 Lerner 07+

Learn all about fruits with fun facts and exciting pictures. You will discover: which foods are in the fruits 
group; why we need to eat food from the fruits group; how many different types of grapes there are.

GCSE - Biology for Life 2nd Edition Roberts, M B V 174480962 £19.99 Nelson 14+

The theme is the relevance of biology to everyday life with emphasis on biology's impact on society, eg. 
agriculture, industry and ecology. Each topic is followed by investigations and assignments.

GCSE Additional Science 21st century 
revision guide Parsons, Richard 9781847620033 £4.50 CGP 14+

GCSE Additional Science OCR 21st Century Revision Guide - Foundation
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GCSE Additional Science OCR 21st 
Century The work book CGP Parsons, Richard 9781847620040 £4.50 CGP 14+

This book is for anyone doing GCSE OCR 21st Century Additional Science at foundation level

GCSE Core Science OCR 21st Century 
Revision Guide Parsons, Richard 9781841466255 £4.50 CGP 14+

This book (with free Online Edition) is full of clear revision notes and diagrams for Foundation Level OCR 
21st Century GCSE Core Science. It includes a section on ‘Ideas About Science’, loads of exam advice and 
revision summary questions. Everything’s simply explained on uncluttered pages, with a touch of humour to 
keep things interesting. What’s more, a free Online Edition of the whole book is included - perfect for revising 
on a PC, Mac or tablet device.

GCSE Core Science OCR 21st Century 
The Work Book Parsons, Richard 9781841466262 £4.50 CGP 11+

This book is packed with practice questions for Foundation level GCSE Science students. It covers every 
year 10 topic for the OCR 21st Century exams with a range of exercises that test what you know and how 
well you can apply your knowledge. The answers come in a separate book (9781841466279). Matching 
study notes and explanations are also available in the CGP Revision Guide (9781841466255). Note: This 
book was originally published in November 2006. This is a revised edition.

GCSE English for AQA A Pilgrim, Imelda 9780435106027 £12.50 Heinemann 14+

This edition is for specifications first examined in 2003. It offers a complete match to the AQA A GCSE 
exam.

GCSE English Text Guide - Animal Farm CGP 9781847626677 £5.95 CGP 14+

This book contains everything you need to write better GCSE English essays on George Orwell’s ‘Animal 
Farm’, all presented in a helpful and entertaining way to make study and revision easier. There are clear 
notes on the plot, characters, themes and historical background, plus practice questions to make sure you 
understand the main points. There’s also a section of exam advice to help you improve your grades - plus a 
comic-strip summary at the end to remind you of the plot.

GCSE English Text Guide - To Kill a 
Mockingbird CGP 9781847620231 £5.95 CGP 14+

This CGP Text Guide contains everything you need to write top-grade essays about Harper Lee’s ‘To Kill a 
Mockingbird’. It’s suitable for all GCSE English exams, including the new ones starting in summer 2017. 
Inside, you’ll find clear, thorough notes on the novel’s context, plot, characters, themes and the writer’s 
techniques - with quick questions, in-depth questions and exam-style questions included at the end of every 
section. There’s also detailed exam advice to help you improve your grades, plus a cartoon-strip summary to 
remind o of all the important plot points!

GCSE Revision Guide English Virgin/Letts 9780753506585 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin has teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique pocket guides. The series covers each of the 
key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-nonsense key facts, 
grade-booster tips, useful questions and a glossary.

GCSE Revision Guide French Virgin/Letts 9780753506783 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin have teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique pocket revision guides. The series covers each 
of the key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-nonsense key 
facts, grade booster tips, useful questions and a glossary. With the Virgin/Letts revision guides to hand 
you've got accessible top quality educational materials to enable you to achieve the best possible grades - 
but with a Virgin twist.

GCSE Revision Guide Geography Virgin/Letts 9780753506738 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin have teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique Pocket Revision Guides. The series covers 
each of the key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-nonsense 
key facts, grade booster tips, useful questions and a glossary. With the Virgin/Letts revision guides to hand 
you've got accessible top quality educational materials to enable you to achieve the best possible grades - 
but with a Virgin twist.
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GCSE Revision Guide History Virgin/Letts 9780753506837 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin have teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique Pocket Revision Guides. The series covers 
each of the key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-nonsense 
key facts, grade booster tips, useful questions and a glossary. With the Virgin/Letts revision guides to hand 
you've got accessible top quality educational materials to enable you to achieve the best possible grades but 
- but with a Virgin twist.

GCSE Revision Guide Maths Virgin/Letts 9780753506639 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin have teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique Pocket Revision Guides. The series covers 
each of the key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-nonsense 
key facts, grade booster tips, useful questions and a glossary. With the Virgin/Letts revision guides to hand 
you've got accessible top quality educational materials to enable you to achieve the best possible grades but 
- but with a Virgin twist.

GCSE Revision Guide Science Virgin/Letts 9780753506684 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin have teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique Pocket Revision Guides. The series covers 
each of the key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-nonsense 
key facts, grade booster tips, useful questions and a glossary. With the Virgin/Letts revision guides to hand 
you've got accessible top quality educational materials to enable you to achieve the best possible grades but 
- but with a Virgin twist.

Geog 1 - Student's Book Level 1 Gallagher, R 9780199134496 £13.99 OUP 11+

The first book in a three-book course. geog.123 is comprehensive and rigorous, but what really sets it apart 
is that it's written and presented in a way that appeals to students in the 11-14 age group like no other 
course. This is the second edition, from 2005.

Geog 1 : Geography for Key Stage 3 Gallagher, R 
(RoseMarie) 199134496 £13.99 OUP 11+

"Geog.1" is the first book in the three-book "Geog.123" course written to match the National Curriculum at 
Key Stage 3 and the QCA Scheme of Work.

Geog 2 - Geography for Key Stage 3 Gallagher, R 
(RoseMarie) 199134146 £11.50 OUP 11+

Part of the three-book "Geog.123" course written to match the National Curriculum at Key Stage 3 and the 
QCA Scheme of Work.

Geog 3 - Geography for Key Stage 3 Gallagher, R 
(RoseMarie) 199134154 £11.50 OUP 11+

Part of the three-book "Geog.123" course written to match the National Curriculum at Key Stage 3 and the 
QCA Scheme of Work.

Geography for Common Entrance Widdowson, John 9780719575723 £13.99 Hodder Murray 11+

This text is for all schools preparing pupils for Common Entrance Geography. Prepared in collaboration with 
Paul Baker, Chief Examiner for ISEB's Common Entrance Geography, this book comprehensively covers 
the thematic content of the Common Entrance Geography Syllabus, through an enquiry-based approach.

Goggle Eyes, The play of Fine, Anne 9780435233099 £7.25 Heinemann 07+

The "Heinemann Plays" series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. 
Many have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts. Anne Fine has dramatized her own humorous 
novel, "Goggle Eyes", for the series.
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Grammar Three Seidl, Jennifer 9780194386166 £11.00 OUP 11+

A gentle introduction to grammar for children, which presents grammar in familiar everyday situations.

Green Days by the River Anthony, Michael 9780435989552 £7.50 Heinemann 14+

A novel about a boy on the edge of adult responsibilities, this is the story of Shell, a Trinidadian boy who 
moves to a new village and meets two girls.

Hamlet Shakespeare, 
William 174434693 £6.99 Thomas Nelson 

and Sons 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36) - Undoubtedly the most famous of all of Shakespeare's plays, Hamlet remains one 
of the most enduring but also enigmatic pieces of western literature. The story of Hamlet, the young Prince of 
Denmark, his tortured relationship with his mother, and his quest to avenge his father's murder at the hand of 
his brother Claudius has fascinated writers and audiences ever since it was written around 1600.

Hamlet Stowell, Louie 9780746096116 £4.99 Usborne 06+

In this title, Shakespeare's classic tragedy is retold. When Prince Hamlet learns that his uncle murdered his 
father, he sets on a path of bloody revenge. 

Heinemann Science Scheme Book 3 Winterbottom, 
Gale, Bradley 9780435582531 Heinemann 13+

The scheme builds on what students already know, following on from the Scheme of Work at Key Stages 1 
and 2. It takes into account what pupils already know at the start of Key Stage 3 and builds from there. The 
"Heinemann Science Scheme" is also designed to build on the literacy and numeracy work pupils have done 
in primary schools.

Horrible Geography, Earth Shattering 
Earthquakes Ganeri, Anita 9780439997126 £5.99 Hippo 09+

Does geography grind you down? Fed up with miserable maps, rotten rock piles and dire diagrams? Wave 
goodbye to boring geography lessons as you brace yourself for the shocking world of Earth-shattering 
earthquakes

If I were a kid in Ancient Egypt Waryncia, Lou 9780812679328 £12.99 Cricket 09+

Ancient Egypt is one of the most evocative cultures for young readers. This book shows them what their lives 
would have been like there. There was no school, since most people couldn't read or write, and no need to 
worry about fashion, because children didn't wear clothes! Rich or poor, their houses would have been made 
of mud bricks. "If I Were a Kid in Ancient Egypt" takes readers through daily life in a vibrant culture that 
pioneered paper, linen, irrigation, medicine, and much more, and shows how these inventions came about 
and ho the affected the c lt re's o nger citi ens

Illustrated World of The Victorians Wood, Richard & 
Sara 9780750226165 £6.99 Wayland 07+

Lively colour illustrations show Victorians in all walks of life - from wealthy home-owners to poor factory 
workers and inmates of workhouses

Impact English : year 8. no. 2, student's 
book Richardson, Kim 7194366 £11.99 Collins 11+

Impact English provides all the material teachers need to offer an adequate challenge to all their pupils.
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Impact:B: Real Life :Snake Bite Clayton, David 9780602282363 £3.75 Heineman 05+

‘The flood raced like a great express train down the canyon the thunder of white water came closer and 
closer ripping and pulling them HOLD ON! HOLD ON! then under they went.

Indians of North America Reynoldson, Fiona, 
Shuter, Paul 435314262 £10.50 OUP 11+

 A study of North American Indians which is part of a series covering study units at key stage 3. The series 
aims to create a picture of what life was like in the past.

James and the Giant Peach, A Play Dahl, Roald 9780140314649 £5.99 Puffin 07+

This dramatization of Roald Dahl's hugely popular book can be staged in school, acted out at home or simply 
read together by a group of friends. With suggestions for staging, props and lighting.

Junior English Book 1 with Answers Richards, Haydn 9780602275099 £9.50 Ginn & Company 11+

New edition of the much loved series.

Junior English Book 2 - So You Really 
Want to Learn Hammond, Andrew 9781902984810 £12.34 Galore 08+

Ideal for pupils aged 8-9 working at Key Stage 2, this textbook provides a varied and lively English course 
which doesn't shy away from teaching the necessary tools of spelling, puncuationa and grammar

Junior Maths Book 2 Hillard, David 9781905735235 £12.99 Galore 08+

Junior Maths Book 2 continues to stretch and challenge pupils with revision of basic numerical skills and the 
introduction of new material on topics such as negative numbers, decimals, inequalities and perimeter and 
area.

Junior Science Book 1 - So You Really 
Want to Learn

Hunter, S & 
Macdonald, J 9781905735174 £12.34 Galore 07+

Key Stage 2 science pupils and is suitable for use from Year 3. Ideal for the specialist or non-specialist 
teacher, as well as home schoolers or parents who want to help their children with further study at home

Key Geography: New Interactions Waugh, David 748760768 £14.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

It is fun to use, appropriate for differing abilities, encourages an enquiry approach to learning, and includes a 
range of teaching and learning methods.

Key Maths 8/1 Pupils' Book Revised 
Edition

Baker, Hogan, Job, 
Verity 748759840 £15.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

A new completely updated and revised edition which is fully in-line with revised National Curriculum 
requirements and the new Framework for Teaching Mathematics at KS3.
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Key Stage 3 Framework Focus: Grammar -
Year 7 Fidge, Louis   184085667X £5.00 Letts Educational 11+

Each of the texts in this series contains a complete scheme of work to help teachers meet some of the major 
requirements of the Key Stage 3 English Framework in as straightforward a way as possible.

Key Stage 3 Framework Focus: Grammar -
Year 8 Fidge, Louis 9781840856682 £5.00 Letts Educational 11+

Each of the texts in this series contains a complete scheme of work to help teachers meet some of the major 
requirements of the Key Stage 3 English Framework in as straightforward a way as possible.

King Lear Shakespeare, 
William   017443460X £6.99 Thomas Nelson 

and Sons 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)(Play Text and Notes in separate volumes)

King Richard III Shakespeare, 
William 521618738 £4.95 Cambridge 

University Press 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

KS3 English revision : levels 3-5 Richardson, Kim 7233531 £4.99 Collins 11+

This text provides all the information students need to help them revise for KS3 SATs.

KS3 English Workbook : Levels 3-7 English, Lucy 9780007233595 £3.50 Collins 11+

This new edition provides all the question practice students need to achieve success in their English SATs. It 
has been updated for the 2008 Shakespeare set scenes.

KS3 Questions and Answers Revision 
Guide English Letts 9781843151593 £3.99 Letts Educational 11+

KS3 Questions and Answers Revision 
Guide Mathematics Letts 9781840859492 £3.99 Letts Educational 11+

KS3 Questions and Answers Revision 
Guide Science Letts 9781843151371 £3.99 Letts Educational 11+
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Level 1 Alien Adventures Pink - Get Ant Project X 9780198492597 £4.15 OUP 04+

Can Max get Ant?

Level 1 Alien Adventures Pink - Peck 
Peck Project X 9780198492627 £4.15 OUP 04+

Ant gets some hens.

Level 1 Alien Adventures Pink - Peg It Up Project X 9780198492603 £4.15 OUP 04+

Can Max help Tiger.

Level 1 Alien Adventures Pink - Run Tin 
Cat Project X 9780198492610 £4.15 OUP 04+

Ant has a ride on Tin Cat.

Level 1 Alien Adventures Pink - Sit Cog 
Dog Project X 9780198492580 £4.15 OUP 04+

Can Cat get Cog Dog to sit?

Level 1 Alien Adventures Pink - Tin Cat Project X 9780198492573 £4.15 OUP 04+

Ant makes a Tin Cat.

Level 1 Alien Adventures Yellow - I Win Project X 9780198492740 £4.60 OUP 04+

Will Nok or Tiger win?

Level 1 Alien Adventures Yellow - On 
Noks Trail Project X 9780198492733 £4.60 OUP 04+

Nok is missing! Max and Ant track him.

Level 1 Alien Adventures Yellow - Popcorn 
Surfing Project X 9780198492757 £4.60 OUP 04+

Can Nok help Ant cook popcorn?
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Level 1 Alien Adventures Yellow - Stuck in 
the Mud Project X 9780198492764 £4.60 OUP 04+

Cat, Tiger and Nok go for a trip in the car.

Level 1 Alien Adventures Yellow - The 
Lost Cow Project X 9780198492771 £4.60 OUP 04+

Molly has lost her cow. Max and Nok help look for it.

Level 1 Alien Adventures Yellow - The 
Rocket Flight Project X 9780198492788 £4.60 OUP 04+

Max and Nok go for a trip in a rocket!

Level 1a Read at Home, The Snowman Oxford Reading 
Tree 9780192792242 £3.99 OUP 04+

"Read at Home" is the best-selling home reading series designed for young, beginner readers. It features all 
the popular "Oxford Reading Tree" characters in exciting stories specially written for parents to support their 
children's reading at home

Level 1b Read at Home, Picnic Time Oxford Reading 
Tree 9780192792259 £3.99 OUP 04+

"Read at Home" is the best-selling home reading series designed for young, beginner readers. It features all 
the popular "Oxford Reading Tree" characters in exciting stories specially written for parents to support their 
children's reading at home

Level 1c Read at Home, Mum's New Hat Oxford Reading 
Tree 9780192792266 £3.99 OUP 04+

"Read at Home" is the best-selling home reading series designed for young, beginner readers. It features all 
the popular "Oxford Reading Tree" characters in exciting stories specially written for parents to support their 
children's reading at home

Level 2 Alien Adventures Red - A Bag of 
Tricks Project X 9780198492689 £4.60 OUP 04+

Will Lucy trick Max, Cat and Tiger?

Level 2 Alien Adventures Red - An Odd 
Bug Project X 9780198492658 £4.60 OUP 04+

An odd bug is in the log!

Level 2 Alien Adventures Red - Cats 
Picnic Project X 9780198492672 £4.60 OUP 04+

Cat and Nok have a picnic.
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Level 2 Alien Adventures Red - Moths Project X 9780198492696 £4.60 OUP 04+

Ant, Tiger and Nok go on a moth flight.

Level 2 Alien Adventures Red - Nok Can 
Fix It Project X 9780198492665 £4.60 OUP 04+

Nok helps Max and gets in a mess.

Level 2 Alien Adventures Red - Tigers 
Fish Project X 9780198492702 £4.60 OUP 04+

Tiger gets a pet fish.

Level 3 Alien Adventures Lilac - In the Sky Project X 9780198492825 £4.15 OUP 04+

Ant sees something fall from the sky!

Level 3 Alien Adventures Lilac - Let's 
Bake Project X 9780198492863 £4.15 OUP 04+

Max and Tiger make some cakes.

Level 3 Alien Adventures Lilac - Max's Box Project X 9780198492818 £4.15 OUP 04+

What is in the box?

Level 3 Alien Adventures Lilac - Max's 
Rocket Project X 9780198492849 £4.15 OUP 04+

Max makes a rocket.

Level 3 Alien Adventures Lilac - Splat Project X 9780198492832 £4.15 OUP 04+

Cat and Tiger play in the snow.

Level 3 Alien Adventures Lilac - The 
Fishing Trip Project X 9780198492856 £4.15 OUP 04+

Can Ant catch a fish?
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Level 4 Alien Adventures Blue - A Shock 
for Nok Project X 9780198492948 £4.65 OUP 04+

Tiger shocks Nok with Robo-Rex.

Level 4 Alien Adventures Blue - Cat's 
Painting Project X 9780198492900 £4.65 OUP 04+

Nok helps Cat with a painting.

Level 4 Alien Adventures Blue - Funfair 
Fun Project X 9780198492931 £4.65 OUP 04+

Can Cat and Tiger hit the target to win?

Level 4 Alien Adventures Blue - Goal! Project X 9780198492955 £4.65 OUP 04+

Will Nok get a goal?

Level 4 Alien Adventures Blue - Helter-
Skelter Project X 9780198492924 £4.65 OUP 04+

Nok gets stuck at the top of a helter-skelter.

Level 4 Alien Adventures Blue - It's Too 
Hot! Project X 9780198492917 £4.65 OUP 04+

Nok gets too hot - and bad things start to happen.

Level 5 Alien Adventures Green - Claws Project X 9780198493037 £4.65 OUP 05+

Cat and Ant spot a big crab. Soon it is bigger than them!

Level 5 Alien Adventures Green - Mollys 
New Toy Project X 9780198493013 £4.65 OUP 05+

How will Nok escape from Molly?

Level 5 Alien Adventures Green - Nok 
Gets Homesick Project X 9780198492993 £4.65 OUP 05+

Nok is homesick. Can Max, Cat, Ant and Tiger help?
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Level 5 Alien Adventures Green - Nok's 
Lunch Project X 9780198493020 £4.65 OUP 05+

What will happen when Cat and Nok go out for lunch?

Level 5 Alien Adventures Green - The 
Parachute Project X 9780198493006 £4.65 OUP 05+

Tiger's parachute gets stuck in a tree. Can Nok save him?

Level 5 Alien Adventures Green - The 
Seagull Project X 9780198492986 £4.65 OUP 05+

Cat, Ant and Nok are at the beach… but will the seagull get them?

Life Cycles: Polar Lands Callery, Sean 9780753434574 £5.99 Kingfisher 07+

Each book in this essential series reveals the life cycles of ten animals in a particular habitat. The life cycles 
link together to create three food chains. At the end of the book is a simple overview of how the three food 
chains interact to create a food web. With clear text and punchy photographs, this is a captivating 
introduction to habitats and ecosystems.

Lion Storyteller Bible, the Hartman, Bob 9780745949802 £14.99 Lion 07+

The Lion Storyteller Bible broke new ground in its presentation - both verbal and visual - of Bible stories. This 
new book integrates more than 20 new Bible story retellings with the 50 tried and tested originals.

Logo 2 German Heinemann 9780435366605 £12.50 Heinemann 11+

A lively new German course which has a topic based approach combined with clear grammatical 
progression. Offering plenty of enjoyable and motivating activities.

Logo! 3 : rot [pupil book] Lanzer, Harriette 9780435366902 £12.99 Heinemann 11+

The books develop pupils' use and understanding of German by providing straighforward explanations of the 
way the language works alongside motivating, stepped activities.

Lord of the Flies Golding, William 9780571056866 £5.99 Faber & Faber 11+

A plane crashes on a desert island and the only survivors, a group of schoolboys, assemble on a beach and 
wait to be rescued. By day they inhabit a land of bright fantastic birds and dark blue seas, but at night their 
dreams are haunted.

Macbeth Shakespeare, 
William 9780198320234 £4.99 Franklin Watts 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)(Play Text and Notes in separate volumes)
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Merchant of Venice, The Shakespeare, 
William 9780198321521 £5.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36) Play Only

Metro 1 McNab, Rosi 9780435370602 £10.99 Heineman 11+

The books develop pupils’ use and understanding of French by providing straightforward explanations of the 
way the language works, alongside motivating, stepped activities.

Metro 2 Rouge McNab, Rosi 9789814412421 £13.50 Heinemann 11+

The Métro pupil books offer a lively, communicative approach, underpinned by a clear grammatical 
foundation. The books develop pupils’ use and understanding of French by providing straightforward 
explanations of the way the language works, alongside motivating, stepped activities. There are two versions 
of Métro for Years 8 and 9 – one for the upper end of the ability range (Rouge) and one for the lower end 
(Vert). These are parallel in content, so that pupils can move between sets, but at different levels of difficulty.

Metro 3 Rouge McNab, Rosi 9780435379926 £10.99 Heinemann 11+

The Métro pupil books offer a lively, communicative approach, underpinned by a clear grammatical 
foundation. The books develop pupils’ use and understanding of French by providing straightforward 
explanations of the way the language works, alongside motivating, stepped activities. There are two versions 
of Métro for Years 8 and 9 – one for the upper end of the ability range (Rouge) and one for the lower end 
(Vert). These are parallel in content, so that pupils can move between sets, but at different levels of difficulty.

Metro 3 vert : [pupil book] McNab, Rosi 9780435380106 £13.50 Heineman 11+

This pupil's book helps to develop use and understanding of French for all pupils in Year 8 and 9. Activities 
build students' confidence, grammar is clearly explained.

Midsummer Night's Dream, A Shakespeare, 
William 9780198321507 £5.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)(Play Text and Notes in separate volumes)

Minerals Walker, Sally M 9780822566205 £4.99 Lerner 07+

Learn about earth with the "Early bird earth science" series.

Mira Express 2 McLachlan, Anneli 9780435391614 £16.50 Heinemann 10+

¡Mira! Express Pupil Book 2 will deliver the second half of Key Stage 3 Spanish in Year 9 effectively, helping 
to motivate and inspire your pupils. 

Moby Dick Melville, Herman 9780140620627 £2.00 Penguin 14+

In part, Moby-Dick is the story of an eerily compelling madman pursuing an unholy war against a creature as 
vast and dangerous and unknowable as the sea itself.
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Modern World Religions - Buddhism Pupil 
Book Foundation Geldart, Anne 9780435336028 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.

Modern World Religions - Judaism Pupil 
Book Foundation Geldart, Anne 9780435336424 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.

Modern World Religions: Christianity - 
Pupil Book Foundation Wootten, Pat 9780435336349 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.

Modern World Religions: Hinduism - 
Pupils Book Foundation Wootten, Pat 9780435336189 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.

Modern World Religions: Islam Pupils 
Book Foundation Egan, Andrew 9780435336103 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.

Modern World Religions: Sikhism Pupil 
Book Core Mayled, Jon 9780435336271 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.

Moondial Cresswell, Helen 9780194230094 £3.75 OUP 11+

Esay Reading 1000 Headwords. 'Moondial!' As Minty spoke the word, a cold wind went past her, and her 
ears were filled with a thousand frightened voices. She shut her eyes and put her hands over her ears - and 
the voices and wind went away.

Much Ado About Nothing Shakespeare, 
William 9780198320562 £4.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

Native peoples of North America Edmonds, Susan 9780521428460 £9.99 CUP 11+

This book is a supplementary text in the Cambridge History Programme for key stage 3 national curriculum 
history. The text examines the history of North American Indians from prehistoric to present times.
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NEAB GCSE English Pilgrim, Imelda 9780435102326 £13.50 Heineman 14+

This text helps students to prepare for the NEAB GCSE English exams. Students can practice essential 
reading and writing skills, while materials match NEAB exam papers and help to generate classroom 
lessons.

Nelson English - Skills Book 3 Jackman & Wren 9780174245407 £7.50 Nelson Thornes 07+

The simplicity of the twin-track structure of Nelson English enables you to support your pupils' language 
development with a rigorous skills programme. It provides a highly structured course which is easy to use 
and simple to manage.

Nelson English Development - Book 3 Jackman & Wren 9780174245346 £8.50 Nelson Thornes 07+

The simplicity of the twin-track structure of Nelson English enables you to support your pupils' language 
development with a rigorous skills programme. It provides a highly structured course which is easy to use 
and simple to manage.

Nelson English Development - Book 4 Jackman J , Wren 
W 9780174245353 £9.25 Nelson Thornes 13+

The simplicity of the twin-track structure of Nelson English enables you to support your pupils' language 
development with a rigorous skills programme. It provides a highly structured course which is easy to use 
and simple to manage.

Nelson English Skills - Book 4 Jackman, John 9780174245414 £9.25 Nelson Thornes 13+

The simplicity of the twin-track structure of Nelson English enables you to support your pupils' language 
development with a rigorous skills programme. It provides a highly structured course which is easy to use 
and simple to manage.

Nelson Spelling Developing - Skills Book 3 Jackman, John 9780748766550 £6.99 Nelson Thornes 07+

Nelson Spelling has been extensively revised and updated offering a comprehensive and structured course 
for developing a whole school spelling policy. It uses a range of strategies and techniques to ensure your 
pupils reach their full potential in spelling.

Nelson Spelling Develping Skills - Book 4 Jackman, John 9780748766567 £6.99 Nelson Thornes 13+

Nelson Spelling has been extensively revised and updated offering a comprehensive and structured course 
for developing a whole school spelling policy. It uses a range of strategies and techniques to ensure your 
pupils reach their full potential in spelling.

New Abacus Number Textbook 1 Merttens & Kirkby 9780602290641 £6.75 Ginn 07+

This textbook allows independent practice of mathematical skills. It presents the concepts at an appropriate 
reading level. Activities with an investigative or process-skill focus encourage creative and mathematical 
thinking. Problem-solving is included.

New Abacus Shape Data & Measures Merttens, Ruth 9780602290665 £6.75 Ginn 07+

This textbook allows independent practice of mathematical skills. It presents the concepts at an appropriate 
reading level. Activities with an investigative or process-skill focus encourage creative and mathematical 
thinking. Problem-solving is included.
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New Heinemann Maths Year 6 Pupil 
Textbook Heinemann 9780435178741 £11.75 Heinemann 10+

"New Heinemann Maths" offers interactive, whole-class teaching, with structured development of mental 
calculation strategies. It has complete coverage of the Framework. The scheme provides support without 
prescription for flexible planning and teaching; pupil material that aims to be clear, fun, and easy to use; clear 
structure and progression; support for more able children; and easy-to-manage assessment. to manage 
assessment.

New Introduction to Biology, A Indge, Bill 9780340781678 £13.99 Hodder 16+

Print Point size N20 only.

Of Mice and Men Steinbeck, John 9780140292916 £4.99 Penguin 11+

A powerfully moving story of the lonely and dispossessed. Of Mice and Men is one of John Steinbeck’s best-
known and most popular books.

Oliver Twist Dickens, Charles 9780140620467 £2.00 Penguin 11+

Oliver Twist is an orphan who was born in a workhouse. After an unhappy apprenticeship, Oliver runs away 
to London where he falls in with thieves, headed by Fagin. He is rescued by Mr Brownlow but the gang 
kidnap him back.

Oliver Twist, The play of Dickens, Charles - 
Bryant, Nigel 435233130 £5.75 Nelson Thornes 11+

This series of contemporary plays includes structured GCSE assignments for use by individuals or groups. 
These include questions which involve close reading, writing and discussion. This play is an adaptation of 
Charles Dickens's complex story, and can be performed by a cast of 11 to 30.

Othello Shakespeare, 
William 9780198321088 £5.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

Peace and War Sheppard, 
Sheppard and Reid 9780719549779 £12.99 Hodder 11+

The Y9 book from the best selling Schools History Project course for Key Stage 3. In a single volume it 
covers two core units: Britain 1750-1900 and the Twentieth Century World.

Peter Pan Barrie, J. M 9781857159028 £7.69 Everyman's Library 07+

Barrie's classic tale of the boy who wouldn't grow up. It stated life as a series of stories made up for the five 
Llewelyn Davis boys, who were virtually adopted by Barrie after being orphaned.

Plants and the Environment Boothroyd, 
Jennifer 9780761343042 £5.50 Lerner 07+

You will discover how plants use the environment, how plants grow and why we need plants to survive.
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Play it again Tordoff, Bill 9780435233181 £6.50 Heineman 11+

This series of plays for the 11-16 age range offers contemporary drama and new editions of classic plays. 
The plays are suitable for classroom reading and performance; many have large casts and an equal mix of 
parts for boys and girls.

Pompeii and other lost cities Malam, John 9781848355903 £5.99 QED 09+

History meets archaeology in this fantastic new series. You can uncover the secrets behind the world's lost 
towns, tombs, shipwrecks and treasures. You can find out how archaeologists discovered these priceless 
finds. There are paired lost and found spreads for each discovery. It features stunning photography, and 
fascinating historical accounts.

Project X - Yellow - Exploring Letters 9 Project X 9780198479925 £4.95 Usborne 04+

This book practices the sounds: ai ee igh oa oo ar or ur And the tricky words: was my

Rapid Plus 3 - Assessment Texts Pearson Education 9780435071592 £6.99 Pearson 06+

This assessment book contains characters and words from the main Reading Book to assess students' 
progress at that level, is supported by an assessment record in the Teaching Guide that allows the teacher 
or TA to evaluate each student's progress accurately and checks decoding skills, comprehension and 
spelling.

Rapid Plus 3A - Rescue Pearson Education 9780435070663 £6.99 Pearson 06+

Imran is walking by the canal when he thinks he sees a cat in the canal. Can Imran rescue it?

This Stage 3A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 1a 

Rapid Plus 3A - Rivals Pearson Education 9780435070687 £6.99 Pearson 06+

Imran and Tariq both think they are cool. But do the girls at the club think they are cool?

This Stage 3A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 1a 

Rapid Plus 3A - Shamed Pearson Education 9780435070670 £6.99 Pearson 06+

Imran is in the shop getting some things for his mum. Can he buy the pink loo roll without anyone from school 
seeing him?

This Stage 3A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 1a 

Rapid Plus 3A - Threat Pearson Education 9780435070656 £6.99 Pearson 06+

Tariq tells Imran he is going to get him after school. Can Imran get away?

This Stage 3A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 1a 

Rapid Plus 3B - Basilisk's Head, The Pearson Education 9780435070694 £6.99 Pearson 06+

The King sets Salan the task of getting the basilisk's head. 

This Stage 3B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 1a 
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Rapid Plus 3B - Dragon's Fang, The Pearson Education 9780435070717 £6.99 Pearson 06+

The King sets Salan the task of getting a dragon's fang. 

This Stage 3B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 1a 

Rapid Plus 3B - Giant Eagle's Feather, 
The Pearson Education 9780435070700 £6.99 Pearson 06+

The King sets Salan the task of getting a Giant Eagle's feather.

This Stage 3B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 1a 

Rapid Plus 3B - Lion's Skin, The Pearson Education 9780435070724 £6.99 Pearson 06+

The King sets Salan the task of getting the skin of the Lion of Jedda.

This Stage 3B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 1a 

Rapid Plus 4 - Assessment Texts Pearson Education 9780435071608 £6.99 Pearson 07+

This Rapid Plus Assessment Book for Stage 4 containstwo fiction stories to help teachers assess students' 
progress at Stage 4 and address difficulties if necessary before moving onto the next Stage.

Rapid Plus 4A - Backfired Pearson Education 9780435070755 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Cam and Ellie play a trick in the Food Tech room and the results are hot!

This Stage 4A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2c

Rapid Plus 4A - Dare Pearson Education 9780435070748 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Ellie has thought up another cool trick to play. Will she persuade Cam to take part?

This Stage 4A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2c

Rapid Plus 4A - Desperate Pearson Education 9780435070731 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Ellie has thought of another cool trick to play, but who gets into trouble when the teacher finds out?

This Stage 4A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2c

Rapid Plus 4A - Salted Pearson Education 9780435070762 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Ellie persuades Cam to play a trick on the Year 7 pupils in the canteen. Will they get away with it?

This Stage 4A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2c

Rapid Plus 4B - Chiller Pearson Education 9780435070793 £6.99 Pearson 07+

The super-villain, Chiller, plans to freeze everyone to death. Can the agents come up with a plan to stop her? 
This Stage 4B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2c 
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Rapid Plus 4B - Scorcher Pearson Education 9780435070779 £6.99 Pearson 07+

The super-villian, Scorcher, plans to destroy all the crops and watch as people starve. Can the agents come 
up with a plan to stop him? This Stage 4B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2c 

Rapid Plus 4B - Tremor Pearson Education 9780435070809 £6.99 Pearson 07+

The super-villain, Tremor, plans to use her shock-waves to kill thousands of people. Can the agents come up 
with a plan to stop her? This Stage 4B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2c 

Rapid Plus 4B - Twister Pearson Education 9780435070786 £6.99 Pearson 07+

The super-villain, Twister, plans to smash cities to the ground with his tornado. Can the agents come up with 
a plan to stop him? This Stage 4B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2c 

Rapid Plus 5 - Assessment Texts Pearson Education 9780435071615 £6.99 Pearson 07+

This Rapid Plus Assessment Book for Stage 5 contains two fiction stories to help teachers assess students' 
progress at Stage 5 and address difficulties if necessary before moving onto the next Stage.

Rapid Plus 5A - Excuses, Excuses Pearson Education 9780435070823 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Sophie makes up an excuse to explain why she has not done her homework but will Miss Smith believe her? 
This Stage 5A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2b 

Rapid Plus 5A - Freak! Pearson Education 9780435070830 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Sophie thinks Tom is a wimp because he always puts his hand up in class but Tom surprises her. This Stage 
5A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2b 

Rapid Plus 5A - Joker Pearson Education 9780435070847 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Luka is a joker but he finds that some jokes are not that funny. This Stage 5A Reading Book supports 
students reading at NC Level 2b 

Rapid Plus 5A - You've Got It Wrong Pearson Education 9780435070816 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Tom and Anna call the ambulance for Mrs Barnes when she has a fall but the police turn up too. This Stage 
5A Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2b

Rapid Plus 5B - Ghost Ride Pearson Education 9780435070885 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Tyler has never liked ghost trains and he is about to discover why. This Stage 5B Reading Book supports 
students reading at NC Level 2b 
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Rapid Plus 5B - Remote Control Pearson Education 9780435070878 £6.99 Pearson 07+

The pilot is unconscious and the plane is nose-diving out of control. Who is the mysterious pilot who takes 
over the controls for Zarek? This Stage 5B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2b 

Rapid Plus 5B - Revenge Pearson Education 9780435070854 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Who is the mysterious girl who has appeared next to Ryan in the car he has stolen? Ryan is about to find 
out. This Stage 5B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2b 

Rapid Plus 5B - The Last Journey Pearson Education 9780435070861 £6.99 Pearson 07+

Jade wants to be there for her brother but can she help him when his train is about to crash into the river? 
This Stage 5B Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2b 

Rapid Plus 6 - Assessment Texts Pearson Education 9780435071622 £6.99 Pearson 08+

This Assessment Book; contains characters and words from the main Reading Book to assess students' 
progress at that level, is supported by an assessment record in the Teaching Guide that allows the teacher 
or TA to evaluate each student's progress accurately, checks decoding skills, comprehension and spelling.

Rapid Plus 6A - Banned! Pearson Education 9780435070908 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Jake and Kris try some hacking but end up in a panic.  This Stage 6A Reading Book supports students 
reading at NC Level 2a .

Rapid Plus 6A - Busted Pearson Education 9780435070922 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Jake is being bullied at school but Kelly knows how to stop the bullies. This Stage 6A Reading Book supports 
students reading at NC Level 2a 

Rapid Plus 6A - Cheat Pearson Education 9780435070915 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Kris hacks into the school computer to change his Science grade but will he be found out? This Stage 6A 
Reading Book supports students reading at NC Level 2a .

Rapid Plus 6A - The Hacker Pearson Education 9780435070892 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Someone is hacking into Jake's computer and causing him a lot of embarrassment. This Stage 6A Reading 
Book supports students reading at NC Level 2a 

Rapid Plus 6B - Chased Pearson Education 9780435070960 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Joe knows there is something strange going on in Moon City but he doesn't know what. Can he find out what 
is going on in the tunnels below Moon City? This Stage 6B Reading Book supports students reading at NC 
Level 2a 
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Rapid Plus 6B - Crash Pearson Education 9780435070946 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Joe knows there is something strange going on in Moon City but he doesn't know what. He sees some 
strange lights and decides to check them out. This Stage 6B Reading Book supports students reading at NC 
Level 2a

Rapid Plus 6B - Panic in Space Pearson Education 9780435070939 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Joe knows there is something strange going on in Moon City but he doesn't know what. He goes out on to 
the dome that covers the city to try to find out. This Stage 6B Reading Book supports students reading at NC 
Level 2a 

Rapid Plus 7 - Assessment Text Pearson Education 9780435071639 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes:  
all-new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students; pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence; a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension; word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge; a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 7 - Fame Over Pearson Education 9780435071509 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students, pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence, a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension , word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge, a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 7 - Haldor and the Drawg Pearson Education 9780435070984 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students, pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence, a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension , word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge, a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 7 - Haldor and the Troll Pearson Education 9780435070977 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students, pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence, a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension , word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge, a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 7 - Star for a Day Pearson Education 9780435070991 £6.99 Pearson 08+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students, pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence, a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension , word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge, a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 8 - Assessment Text Pearson Education 9780435071646 £7.75 Pearson 09+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes:  
all-new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students; pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence; a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension; word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge; a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 8 - The Goat's Head Pendant Pearson Education 9780435071547 £7.75 Pearson 09+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students; pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence; a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension; word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge; a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience
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Rapid Plus 8 - The Locked Room Pearson Education 9780435071523 £7.75 Pearson 09+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students; pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence; a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension; word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge; a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 8 - Witnesses Pearson Education 9780435071516 £7.75 Pearson 09+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students; pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence; a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension; word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge; a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 9 - Assessment Text Pearson Education 9780435071653 £7.75 Pearson 09+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes:  
all-new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students; pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence; a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension; word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge; a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 9 - Second Chance Pearson Education 9780435071578 £7.75 Pearson 09+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students; pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence; a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension; word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge; a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 9 - The Choice Pearson Education 9780435071585 £7.75 Pearson 09+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students; pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence; a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension; word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge; a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 9 - The Howling Pearson Education 9780435071554 £7.75 Pearson 09+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students; pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence; a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension; word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge; a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Rapid Plus 9 - Where the Dead Walk Pearson Education 9780435071561 £7.75 Pearson 09+

Each Reading Book in the Rapid Plus series is finely levelled and trialled with KS3 students, and includes: all-
new content, rigorously levelled and trialled with Key Stage 3 students; pre-reading pages which introduce 
the main characters, plots and key concepts, helping to build understanding and confidence; a quiz page 
after each text providing opportunities for discussion and to check comprehension; word and spelling 
activities to extend language knowledge; a non-fiction section that helps to build vocabulary and offers a 
different reading e perience

Religion and Life: Foundation Resource 
Edition Watton, Victor W 9780340801857 £9.99 Hodder 14+

Edexcel GCSE Religious Studies. While covering different religions, such as Islam, Hinduism, Judaism and 
Christianity, it looks at various issues like life and death, religion and the media and believing in God.

Religion and Society (Edexcel GCSE 
Religious Studies) Watton, Victor W 9780340850466 £9.99 Hodder 14+

Covers four specified religions: Christianity, Islam, Judaism and Hinduism and examines religious and social 
responsibility, religion and the environment, peace and conflict, crime and punishment, and religion and 
medical issues and science.
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Religious Studies B - Religion and Life 
Issues AQA GCSE

Flemming, Jordan, 
Smith, Worden 9781408505137 £16.49 Nelson Thornes 14+

Written for the AQA GCSE Religious Studies B specification, the student book covers all six major religions. 
Discussion activities present questions or statements which encourage students to develop their skills of 
reflection, discussion and evaluation. Research activities encourage students to extend their learning and 
develop their research and analysis skills. Help students focus on what they need to know through clear 
learning objectives at the start of each chapter.

Revise Wise Practice Book English Wren, Wendy 9780563546948 £1.99 BBC Educational 07+

Developed in consultation with teachers and examiners, and prepared for current tests by experts, this book 
is a must for pupils taking the KS2 National Tests.

Revise Wise Practice Book Maths Wren, Wendy 9780563515548 £1.99 BBC Educational 07+

Developed in consultation with teachers and examiners, and prepared for current tests by experts, this book 
is a must for pupils taking the KS2 National Tests.

Revise Wise Practice Book Science Wren, Wendy 9780563515548 £1.99 BBC Educational 07+

Developed in consultation with teachers and examiners, and prepared for current tests by experts, this book 
is a must for pupils taking the KS2 National Tests.

Romeo and Juliet Shakespeare, 
William 9780198320258 £4.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)(Play Text and Notes in separate volumes)

Science Directions Year 6 Pupil Book Sunley, Chris 9780003172454 £9.50 Collins 10+

Pupil Book 6 provides consolidation and practice of the concepts and skills learnt throughout Year 6 in 
Science Directions. Each page of the pupil book is linked to units of work found in Teaching File 6 and 
reinforces work covered through class activities.

Science Directions: Year 5 Sunley, Chris 9780003172478 £9.50 Collins 09+

Pupil Book 5 provides consolidation and practice of the concepts and skills learnt throughout Year 5 in 
Science Directions. Each page of the pupil book is linked to units of work found in Teaching File 5 and 
reinforces work covered through class activities.

Science Sorted: Evolution, Nature and 
Stuff Murphy, Glenn 9780330508940 £5.99 Macmillan 07+

Evolution and genetics are like a map for exploring the whole world of living things. Along the way, we've 
discovered some pretty shocking stuff about the links between poodles and polar bears, and fruit flies and 
people

Science Sorted: Space, Black Holes and 
Stuff Murphy, Glenn 9780330508933 £5.99 Macmillan 09+

This book contains information about all sort of incredible things like supermassive black holes, galaxies, 
telescopes, planets, solar flares, constellations, eclipses and red dwarfs. It also includes puzzles, quizzes 
and experiments.
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Science Sorted: Stuff that scares your 
pants off! Murphy, Glenn 9780330477246 £5.99 Macmillan 09+

In this book, the author shows us that it is OK to be scared and that there are very good reasons why we are 
able to feel fear. He looks closely at our most common fears

Scientifica Book 9 - Champions of 
Science Sang, David 9780748779963 £13.99 Nelson Thornes 13+

This student book covers Levels 4-7 and is structured to match the sequence of the QCA Scheme of Work 
Units, and the National Framework for Science Guidelines. Each lesson can commence with a really quick 
starter activity.

Seas and Coasts Oxlade, Chris 9780749690250 £12.99 Franklin Watts 09+

Each title of Our Earth in Action examines the Earth`s physical processes and investigates the causes and 
effects thereof. From erupting volcanoes to eroding coasts and from extreme weather patterns to violent 
earthquakes, Our Earth in Action puts the reader at the centre of the action with fact-packed text, dramatic 
full-colour photos and explanatory diagrams.

Shirley Valentine Russell, Willy 9780582081734 £7.50 Longman 14+

Shirley Valentine has no one to talk to but the kitchen wall.  Surely there’s more to life than egg and chips on 
Tuesdays and steak on Thursdays?  On a Greek island, husband left behind, her dream of escape turns into 
reality.

SHP Germany 1918-1945 a Study in 
Depth

Lacey G, Shepherd 
K 9780719570599 £13.99 Hodder 14+

Germany 1918-1945 is an authoritative depth study for use with all GCSE Modern World History and SHP 
specifications from all examinations boards.

SHP History Year 7 Dawson Ian, 
Wilson Maggie 9780340907337 £13.99 Hodder 11+

The Roman Empire and England 1066-1500. It takes the best of the old and the best of the new to create a 
dynamic and coherent course for a new generation of history pupils.

Silas Marner Elliot, George 9781591940487 £5.99 Townsend 16+

Tells the story of the unjustly exiled Silas Marner - a handloom linen weaver of Raveloe in the agricultural 
heartland of England - and how he is restored to life by the unlikely means of the orphan child Eppie.

Skills in English 1 : [student book] McNab, Lindsay 9780435192822 £12.34 Heineman 11+

The Skills in English series is designed to cover all the National Curriculum requirements using a wide range 
of texts. The student book focuses on reading, writing, speaking and listening skills.

Skills in Home Ecomomics:Textiles Ridgwell, Jenny 9780435420017 £9.99 Heineman 11+

Covers textiles in the home, fibres and how they are made into fabrics, designing and how to look after your 
clothes.
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Songs of Praise Words Version BBC 9780563383224 £8.99 OUP 06+

BBC Songs of Praise is a compilation of the greatest traditional hymns, the best hymns from today's writers, 
and the finest examples of contemporary worship songs. It offers to churches and schools the core music 
required for worship in a wide range of situations.

Spotlight Science 8: Framework Edition: 
Pupil Book 8 Johnson, Keith 9780748774739 £14.99 OUP 11+

Part of a science course for Key Stage 3, the reading age of the sentences and the number of words on a 
page have been carefully controlled. The sentence structure is simple, accessible and friendly, with clear 
personalised questions.

Spotlight Science 9 - Student Book Johnson, Keith... 
[et al.]. 9780748774746 £14.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

Inheritance and selection Fit and healthy Plants and photosynthesis  Plants for food Metals and metal 
compounds Patterns of reactivity Environental chemistry Using chemistry Energy and electricity Gravity and 
space Speeding upPressure and moments

Spring & Port Wine Naughton, Bill 9780435233044 £6.75 Heinemann 11+

The "Heinemann Plays" series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. 
Many have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts. In this play, the whole Crompton family 
becomes entangled in a row in which a good many uncomfortable truths are told.

Study Skills Handbook, the Cottrell 9780230573055 £13.99 Palgrave 11+

If you are serious about succeeding on your course, The Study Skills Handbook is your essential companion. 
Based on over 20 years' experience of working with students, 1/2 million copy bestselling author Stella 
Cottrell helps you develop the skills you need to improve your grades, build your confidence and plan for the 
future you want. Her tried and trusted approach recognises that we each have a unique formula for success 
and that finding it is the key to reaching our potential. This book will help you to:

Teaching Resources for "Holes" Trought, Susan 9781900085854 £22.00 B & D Publishing 11+

This resource pack is intended to help teachers to stimulate the imagination of their pupils and to keep their 
interest through a wide variety of tasks.

Teenage interest level for those with 
reading ages below 10. Livewire Livewire 06+

Livewire is a range of reading material with teenage/adult interest level for those with reading ages below 10. 
All 'Livewire' titles have been written by qualified special needs teachers and have been assessed by The 
Basic Skills Agency.

Tempest, The Shakespeare, 
William 9780198320319 £4.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

Tess of the D'Urbervilles Hardy, Thomas 9780140431353 £2.25 Penguin 14+

John and Joan Durbeyfield became convinced that they are descended from the ancient family of 
d'Ubervilles. They encourage their daughter Tess to cement a connection with the Stoke-d'Uberville family of 
local gentry.
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Text Generation Students' Book 2 - Level 
2 Gregory, Frances 9780198320708 £13.50 OUP 11+

Aimed at students in their second year of secondary school, to help raise standards in writing this book 
covers all stages of the writing process and the objectives in the Framework for Teaching English.

The Making of the United Kingdom Kennedy, Patricia 9780435316853 £10.50 Heinmann 11+

In each full-colour book, the text, written sources and questions have been reduced and simplified to meet 
the needs of lower ability pupils.

The Making of the United Kingdom - 
Student Book Scott, Joe 9780435312862 £10.50 Heinmann 11+

The book covers all the core study units and also a wide range of optional units, and aims to be visually 
stimulating as well as offering activities which develop both skills and understanding.

The Native Peoples of North America Clare, John D. 9780340803295 £9.99 Hodder 11+

This text covers the history and cultural diversity of the various tribes of native people inhabiting the North 
American continent before 1914

The Plains Indians Rees, Rosemary 9780582082519 £9.95 Longman 11+

The first Americans -- Europeans come to America -- the Spanish, the English and the French in the 
Americas -- the Plains Indians -- white people move West -- the struggle for the Plains -- the end of the 
Plains Indians' way of life.

The Roman Empire (Thinking History) Mason, Simon 9780631905974 £4.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

This text is designed to encourge children to look closely at the evidence provided from which they can build 
up their own picture of the past.

The Roman Empire Study Units Whittock, Martyn 9780435312749 £10.50 Heinmann 11+

Focusing on the Roman Empire, this is one of a history series which offers teachers the flexibility to design 
their own scheme of work at Key Stage 3 of the National Curriculum

The Turbulent Term of Tyke Tiler 
(playscript) Kemp, Gene 9780198314998 £9.25 OUP 11+

This edition includes activities specifically tailored to support the KS3 Framework for Teaching English and 
help students to fulfil the Framework objectives.

This is Hinduism Symmons, Dave 9780748730933 £11.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

It provides an in-depth treatment of the Hindu religion, and presents material which is suitable for use with 
many locally agreed syllabuses. It offers a variety of learning styles and a wealth of resource and stimulus 
material.
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This is Islam Keene, Michael 9780748739035 £11.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

This is one of a series which compares world-wide beliefs and practices fulfilling RE guidelines for QCA by 
ensuring an understanding of the role of other faiths in Britain.

Titus Andronicus Shakespeare, 
William 9780192836106 £7.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

Twelfth Night Shakespeare, 
William 9780198320197 £5.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36) Play Only

Usborne Big Machines - Trucks Castor, Harriet 9780746063743 £4.99 Usborne 08+

Young children are intrigued by the huge trucks thundering past them on the roads. They want to know what 
they do and how they work. These questions and many more are answered in this book

Volcanoes (100 facts) Oxlade, Chris 9781848101500 £5.99 Miles Kelly 09+

Step into the danger zone and discover how these fiery forces of nature have shaped the Earth!The 
spectacular features of volcanoes are explored in detail through one hundred numbered facts and fantastic 
artworks and photos. Find out where in the world volcanoes happen, take a look at the different types of lava 
and learn all about the biggest eruptions in history.

Volcanoes (National Geographic kids) Schreiber, Anne 9781426315800 £3.99 National 
Geographic 11+

he cool story of volcanoes will intrigue kids and adults alike. Hot melted rock from the middle of our planet 
forces its way up through cracks in the Earth’s crusts, exploding violently and sometimes unexpectedly in 
volcanic fury that can terrorize populations for months, even years. Anne Schreiber’s narrative gives readers 
a little of the science, a little of the history, and a lot of the action. National Geographic photography fires the 
imagination on dramatic spreads alive with vivid images of lava, ash, molten rock, weird rocks, and steaming 
sea ater

Voyage 1 Rainger, Amanda 9780174402831 £12.50 Nelson Thornes 11+

Contemporary and motivational French course with grammar and progression at its heart, Voyage helps 
teachers to cover all the requirements of both the Revised National Curriculum and the new QCA Scheme of 
Work for Key stage 3.

War Horse (New Oxford Playscripts) Morpurgo, Michael 
and Stafford, Nick 9780198329398 £9.75 OUP 11+

Set during the First World War, this award-winning adaptation of Michael Morpurgo's novel tells the moving 
story of the bond between a soldier and his horse.

Water (Go Facts: Environment) Blakes 9780713679717 £4.99 A & C Black 06+

The Go Facts Environmental Issues strand looks at some of the most problematic issues facing the world 
today
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Water Cycle: Growing and Changing 
(Look, Listen, Learn) Kalman, Bobbie 9780778777199 £8.50 Crabtree 07+

All life on Earth depends on the water cycle! The "Water Cycle" is a fascinating book that introduces children 
to this important cycle using a clear, step-by step approach.

What do you know about the water cycle 
(20 questions: Earth Science) Gosman, Gillian 9781448898527 PowerKids Press 09+

Each volume of 20 related questions and answers provides a basic overview of an earth-science topic. 
Because every section is brief, browsers or reluctant readers who tackle a page or two might be encouraged 
to explore further. The question-and-answer exchanges are accompanied by small illustrations with 
informative captions relating to the main texts.

Winter's Tale, The Shakespeare, 
William 9780192838773 £7.99 Oxford Paperbacks 11+

Play Text Only.
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